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the number one thing we can do is the

exact thing that we're not doing: 

talk about it.

- Katharine Hayhoe, climate scientist
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what are
climate
statistics?
climate statistics provide
information on not only how
climate change negatively affects
people and the environment, but
also offers positive insights in
how progress is being made as a
result of positive climate action



newsletters are usually
emails sent to stakeholders
and customers that include
updates, events, and new
promotions or products 
that are coming soon

what is a newsletter?
some businesses and organizations

already use newsletters, but some do not



why should you
have one?
newsletters can be used

as a marketing tactic to

keep employees,

members, customers,

and other stakeholders

informed



when making a
newsletter...

informative 

creative

personable

...to BE effective
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a median of 

 

 
 

of people consider 

global warning 

a minor threat or 

not even a threat at all

29%

(Pew Research Center)



climate change affects everyone

sharing climate statistics will increase

people exposed to the problem 

the best way to start working towards

positive climate action is to talk about it

why should you include climate

statistics in your newsletter?



social norms and climate change

our behaviors are contagious!

behaviors and ideas can
spread through communities
like wildfire
 
choosing to do the green
thing and sharing that with
others is only a small part of
the broader impact green
initiatives can have



multiple studies point to social signals as a

driver of eco-conscious actions, decisions, and

purchases (Delgado, et al. 2015)

 

people want to show their constituents that

they are taking positive climate action

 

their actions further contribute to the spread

of environmental activism



the bottom line is this:

climate change is

affecting you and me

right here, right now in

the places where we live.
 

but by working together,

we can fix it.

- Katharine Hayhoe
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how do you
include
statistics 
in your
newsletter?

you have to do more than

add them to your

newsletter, you want your

stakeholders to engage with

them and relate to them

 

but, make sure to ALWAYS

cite your sources!



how can
you engage

with the
statistics?

engaging with statistics and stories means your readers are inspired

to take action and want to learn more about climate change and how

to take the steps towards solving it
 

engaging with statistics means you are doing more than just reading

about climate change, you and your stakeholders are taking action!



share positive climate-related stories

share inspiring statistics along with

the hard-hitting ones

show how climate statistics relate to

your company or organization

consider sharing statistics on what

your business or organization is doing

to work towards a greener future

think about what your customers and

stakeholders might want to know...



showing how climate statistics 
relate to your company or organization

sharing positive climate-related stories

find stories of people
taking climate action in
your community, like
the start of a new 
tree-planting initiative

how does climate change
affect different aspects
of your business? how
will you take action?



BE 
POSITIVE!
focus on positive climate

statistics and climate

stories while sharing

different ways for people

to get involved



adding climate statistics,

climate stories, and your

positive climate actions

to your newsletter can

further benefit your

business or organization

businesses and 
the environment

88% of consumers will be

more loyal to a socially

and environmentally

responsible business
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where do you find
climate statistics?

NASA

World Wildlife Fund

Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change

peer-reviewed science reports

reputable news outlets that cite

their sources

some examples include...
Climate statistics are

everywhere, but make sure

you are getting your stats

from reputable and 

well-known sources



the world's total 

installed solar energy 

capacity increased by 

 
 

between 

2007 and 2017

example statistic you could use:

4,300% 

(National Geographic, 2020)

this statistic

shows that

people are

taking climate

action and it is

feasible to

make a

difference



look within your own company and 

share what you all are doing!

what actions 

can you share 

       have you taken?

    any hard data?



example: 

your business or organization switched all

of your lightbulbs (which was over 100)

from incandescent to LED
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conclusion
newsletters are a way of

sharing information and

promotions with

stakeholders. but, it's also an

opportunity to share

information on climate change

and what your business is

doing about it.



Thank You
F O R  B E I N G  A  P I O N E E R  O F
C H A N G E  A N D  C R E A T I N G  A

W O R L D  T H A T  I S  K I N D  T O  I T S
P E O P L E  A N D  I T S  H O M E  



Keep updated by
following us on social

media!

@globalclimatepledge Global Climate Pledge @globalpledge

And use our hashtags!!

#2BillionPledges #GlobalClimatePledge  #climatestatistics

https://www.instagram.com/globalclimatepledge/
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalClimatePledge/
https://twitter.com/GlobalPledge
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